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Abstract. Drought is a ubiquitous and recurring hazard that has wide ranging impacts on society, agriculture and the 10 

environment. Drought indices are vital for characterising the nature and severity of drought hazards, and there have been 11 

extensive efforts to identify the most suitable drought indices for drought monitoring and risk assessment. However, to date, 12 

little effort has been made to explore which index(s) best represents drought impacts for various sectors in China. This is a 13 

critical knowledge gap, as impacts provide important ‘ground truth’ information for indices used in monitoring activities. The 14 

aim of this study is to explore the link between drought indices and drought impacts, using Liaoning province (northeast China) 15 

as a case study due to its history of drought occurrence. To achieve this we use independent, but complementary, methods 16 

(correlation and random forest analysis) to identify which indices link best to drought impacts for prefectural-level cities in 17 

Liaoning province, using a comprehensive database of reported drought impacts whereby impacts are classified into a range 18 

of categories. The results show that Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index with a 6-month accumulation (SPEI6) 19 

had a strong correlation with all categories of drought impacts, while Standardised Precipitation Index with a 12-month 20 

accumulation (SPI12) had a weak correlation with drought impacts. Of the impact datasets, ‘drought suffering area’ and 21 

‘drought impact area’ had a strong relationship with all drought indices in Liaoning province, while ‘population and number 22 

of livestock with difficulty in accessing drinking water’ had weak correlations with the indices. The results of this study can 23 

support drought planning efforts in the region and provide context for the indices used in drought monitoring applications, and 24 

so enabling improved preparedness for drought impacts. The study also demonstrates the potential benefits of routine collection 25 

of drought impact information on a local scale. 26 

1 Introduction 27 

Drought is one of the most pervasive natural hazards, and can cause numerous and severe societal impacts. Drought impacts 28 

are mainly non-structural, widespread over large areas, and are often have a delayed onset in relation to the start of the drought 29 

event; therefore, it is challenging to properly define, quantify and manage drought (Mishra and Singh, 2010). There are a 30 
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number of ‘types’ of drought (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985), such as meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, social and 31 

ecological drought. Meteorological drought is defined as a deficit of rainfall for a period in respect to the long term mean 32 

(Houérou, 1996). As these rainfall deficits propagate through the hydrological cycle, the other drought types occur as deficits 33 

occur in river flows, soil moisture and groundwater. Eventually impacts become manifest on the environment and society. 34 

China has experienced numerous droughts, which have caused great impact in many sectors since the 1950s, especially in 35 

Liaoning province in the dry northeast of the country (Zhang, 2004). Liaoning province experienced a severe drought from 36 

spring 2000 to autumn 2001 which captured a large amount of attention from stakeholders and caused serious impacts as a 37 

result of the consecutive years of drought (Chen et al., 2016). 38 

The costly nature of droughts means it is essential to plan and prepare for droughts proactively. Drought risk assessment is an 39 

essential prerequisite of this proactive approach (Wilhite, 2000;Wilhite and Buchanan, 2005), and provides the methods to 40 

predict the potential drought risk to society and the environment. Some risk assessment efforts focus primarily on the 41 

meteorological indices of drought, e.g. assessing the risk of a given severity of meteorological drought using historical 42 

precipitation data (Potopová et al., 2015). However, to adequately assess drought risk it is also necessary to characterise the 43 

consequences of drought occurrence, i.e. the impacts of drought on society, the economy and the environment (United Nations 44 

International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR), 2009).  45 

There are a wealth of drought indices in the literature (Lloyd-Hughes, 2014), however they have predominantly used for 46 

drought monitoring and early warning (e.g. Bachmair et al. 2016b) rather than drought risk assessment applications. The range 47 

of drought indices reflects the different types of drought which can be monitored, e.g., meteorological, hydrological and 48 

agricultural (Erhardt and Czado, 2017). Many indices, such as the Standardised Precipitation Index (SPI), can be calculated 49 

over different time scales. This enables deficits to be assessed over different periods, and can help monitor different types of 50 

drought. For example, shorter time scales, such as the SPI for three or six months are used for agricultural drought monitoring 51 

while SPI accumulations for 12 or 24 months are often applied to monitor hydrological droughts (Hong et al., 2001;Seiler et 52 

al., 2002). In China, many indices are used for drought monitoring, such as Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), SPEI, SPI, 53 

China-Z index, relative soil moisture and remote sensing indices (Hong et al., 2001;Wang and Chen, 2014;Wu et al., 54 

2012;Yanping et al., 2018). Li et al. (2015) found that serious drought events occurred in 1999, 2000, 2001, 2007 and 2009 in 55 

China using SPEI. Zhao et al. (2015) compared drought monitoring results between self-calibrating PDSI and SPEI in China 56 

with emphasis on difference of timescales. Wu et al. (2013) developed an Integrated Surface Drought Index for agricultural 57 

drought monitoring in mid-eastern China. Drought monitoring efforts in China tend to focus on meteorological and agricultural 58 

drought monitoring. Based on this and previous drought studies, the SPI, SPEI, soil moisture and NDVI were selected in this 59 

research to characterise meteorological and agricultural drought. The relationship between drought indices and drought impacts, 60 

established by statistical methods (e.g. Bachmair et al. (2016a)), can be used for drought risk assessment and appraisal of 61 
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vulnerability. Vulnerability is by its nature difficult to define and measure, but in effect, drought impacts are ‘symptoms’ of 62 

drought vulnerability and provide a proxy for vulnerability appraisal by demonstrating adverse consequences of a given 63 

drought severity (Blauhut et al., 2015a).  64 

There are many different types of drought impacts affecting many aspects of society and the environment, but drought impacts 65 

are rarely systematically recorded (Bachmair et al., 2016b). Some countries and regions have established drought impact 66 

recording systems to analyse historical drought impacts. A leading example of this is the US Drought Impacts Reporter 67 

(Svoboda and Hayes, 2011) which was launched as a web-based system in July 2005. More recently, the European Drought 68 

Impact report Inventory (EDII) has been established (Stahl et al., 2016). Such databases are an important step forward, but the 69 

information in them is necessarily partial and biased, as a result of being effectively crowd-sourced text-based information 70 

based on ‘reported’ impacts from a range of sources (the media, grey literature, etc.). In contrast to many other countries, China 71 

has a relatively complete and systematically assembled, quantitative drought impact information collection system. Data are 72 

collected and checked at the county level by the Drought Resistance Department via a formalised network of reporters, who 73 

collect information on drought impacts on agriculture, industrial economy, and water supply in every village. These data then 74 

are fed up to the national government and held by the State Flood Control and Drought Relief Headquarters (SFDH). This 75 

consistent collection of impact reporting provides a rich resource for drought risk assessment. However, impacts by themselves 76 

are not fully instructive and to help inform risk assessment there is a need to understand their relationship with quantitative 77 

drought indices.  78 

Understanding the relationship between drought indices and drought impacts, and drought vulnerability, is a vital step to 79 

improve drought risk management (Hong and Wilhite, 2004). However, whilst there have been many studies developing, 80 

applying and validating drought indices, relatively few studies have assessed the link between indices and observed impacts. 81 

Bachmair et al. (2016b) noted that this literature tended to be dominated by studies focused on agricultural drought, generally 82 

linking indices like the SPI/SPEI and crop yield. Examples appraising multi-sectoral impacts are much sparser – there are 83 

several recent studies in Europe, utilising impact reports from the EDII. Stagge et al. (2014) and Bachmair (2016b) used 84 

drought impacts from the EDII, and various time scales of SPI, SPEI and streamflow percentiles. They found that the 85 

relationships between indices and impacts varied significantly by region, season, impact types, etc. whilst Blauhut et al. (2015a) 86 

and Blauhut et al. (2015b) developed a quantitative relationship between drought impact occurrence and SPEI using logistic 87 

regression in four European regions. However, all four studies assumed drought impacts were only measured by the drought 88 

impact occurrence (i.e. whether there was, or was not, an impact in a given month), the number of impacts or a combination 89 

of both. This means that all drought impacts had an equal weight without considering the duration, intensity or spatial extent 90 

of the individual impacts. In contrast, Karavitis et al. (2014) analysed drought impacts transformed into monetary losses to 91 

measure drought impacts in Greece; however, it is challenging to transform all drought impacts into monetary units – especially 92 
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the indirect impacts of droughts. 93 

In China, previous studies have also focused on agricultural drought risk assessment. Hao et al. (2011) applied the information 94 

diffusion theory to develop a drought risk analysis model which used affected crop area to measure the drought disaster. Zhao 95 

et al. (2011) established the relationship between drought frequency and simulated crop yield data in Henan Plain, and Jia et 96 

al. (2011) used the water stress coefficient and duration to establish a drought index. Li et al. (2009) analysed the links between 97 

historical crop yield and meteorological drought and established a meteorological drought risk index by combining the drought 98 

frequency, intensity, yield loss and extent of irrigation. The drought index was found to explain 60-75% of the major crop yield 99 

reduction. In drought impacts studies, Xiao-jun et al. (2012) collected annual drought affected area, damaged area, and annual 100 

losses in food yield in nation level from China Water Resources Bulletins to explore the water management strategies during 101 

droughts. In Hao et al. (2011), drought impacts were only measured by the affected crop area at the 10-day time step at the 102 

county level. In our research, eight types of drought impacts are collected to measure drought impacts in at the city unit (i.e. 103 

prefectural) level in Liaoning province, including the drought affected area, damaged area and yield loss, but also drought 104 

impacts on humans, livestock and the agricultural economy. 105 

In summary, previous studies have focused on linking impacts to only one characteristic of drought (such as intensity or 106 

duration of occurrence) with most focusing on meteorological drought and agricultural impacts with little application of the 107 

results to drought vulnerability assessments, with the exception of Blauhut et al. (2015a), Blauhut et al. (2016) and Hagenlocher 108 

et al. (2019), for example. Here we link drought indices to drought impacts in 14 cities in Liaoning province, northeast China, 109 

showcasing the use of the Chinese drought impact data from the SFDH. Using the drought impact-index linkage, we evaluate 110 

drought vulnerability in Liaoning province and assess what factors affect drought vulnerability. A drought vulnerability 111 

evaluation method that can be extended to other areas is then developed. The objectives of this paper are:  112 

1. To identify when and where the most severe droughts occurred between 1990 and 2013 in Liaoning province; 113 

2. To identify which drought indices best link to drought impacts in Liaoning province; 114 

3. To determine which city or area has higher drought vulnerability in Liaoning province; and, 115 

4. To ascertain which vulnerability factor or set of vulnerability factors have a higher contribution to drought 116 

vulnerability, as quantified in objective 3. 117 

2 Materials 118 

2.1 Study area 119 

Located in the northeastern of China, Liaoning province, comprised of 14 prefectural cities, has a temperate continental 120 

monsoon climate with an annual average precipitation of 686.4mm, which is unevenly distributed both temporally and spatially 121 

(Cai et al., 2015). Figure 1 shows the annual average rainfall across Liaoning, the south-east receiving on average more than 122 
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1000mm a year, whilst the north-west receives less than 500mm per year. 123 

 124 

Figure 1: Map showing the 14 prefectural cities, the distribution of meteorological and soil moisture stations and the average annual 125 

precipitation in Liaoning province. 126 

The annual average volume of freshwater resources in Liaoning province is 34.179 billion m3, and the annual average per 127 

capita water resources is 769 m3 – about one-third of the per capita water resources for the whole of China. Freshwater 128 

resources are unevenly distributed within Liaoning province, with more freshwater resources in the south-east than the north-129 

west (Liu and Guo, 2009;Cao et al., 2012). Thus, Liaoning province is one of the provinces with severe water-shortages in 130 

northern China. Liaoning province is also a highly productive area for agriculture; spring maize is the dominant crop in 131 

agriculture production which makes it an important high-quality maize production area (Liu et al., 2013;Ren and Zhou, 2009). 132 

Due to these characteristics, when drought occurs, as has frequently been the case in Liaoning province, it causes a significant 133 

reduction in agricultural production (Yan et al., 2012). According to the SFDH, between 2000 and 2016 the average annual 134 

yield loss due to drought was 1.89 million tons in Liaoning province, with an average annual direct agricultural economic loss 135 

of 1.87 billion yuan. 136 

2.2 Data 137 

2.2.1 Meteorological data 138 

Daily precipitation and temperature data for each city in Liaoning province for the period 1990-2013 were obtained from the 139 

China Meteorological Administration (http://data.cma.cn/). Although there are 52 meteorological stations in Liaoning province, 140 

due to the quality and length of the records, and location of the stations, one meteorological site in each city (shown in Figure 141 

1) was selected to represent the meteorological condition for the whole city in order to derive drought indices. 142 

2.2.2 Soil moisture data 143 
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Daily soil moisture data for 96 soil moisture stations in Liaoning province (shown in Figure 1) from 1990 to 2006 were obtained 144 

from Liaoning Provincial Department of Water Resources. Daily soil moisture was measured at three different depths: 10cm, 145 

20cm and 30cm using frequency domain reflectometry soil moisture sensors Soil moisture data were not available at most 146 

stations between November and February due to freezing conditions. 147 

2.2.3 Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data  148 

Monthly MODIS Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data from 2000 to 2013 was collected in Liaoning province 149 

from the Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/); the daily maximum data were used to derive the monthly average 150 

NDVI.  151 

2.2.4 Impact data 152 

In contrast to many other countries, China has a systematic, centralised drought impact information collection system. Drought 153 

statistics include drought impacts, drought mitigation actions and benefits of action to agriculture, hydrology and civil affairs. 154 

During a drought event, impact statistics are collected from every day to every three weeks, according to the drought warning 155 

level (Wang, 2014). When a drought warning is not triggered, drought impact data are collected after an event has ended which 156 

could be several months afterwards; and no data are collected when there is no drought event. Statistics for eight drought 157 

impact types were collected from the SFDH between 1990 and 2016, and aggregated to annual totals. The impact types used 158 

are listed in Table 1. 159 

Table 1: The eight drought impact categories for Liaoning province used in this study collected by the SFDH. 160 

Impact Abbreviation Description Unit 

Drought suffering area DSA The area that was officially declared in drought  kha 

Drought impacted area DIA The area that suffered crop yield loss by 10% or more kha 

Disaster area DA The area that suffered crop yield loss by 30% or more kha 

Recessed area RA The area that suffered crop yield loss by 80% or more kha 

Population with difficulty in 

accessing drinking water 
PHD 

Rural populations that cannot access normally to 

drinking water 
10k 

Number of livestock with difficulty 

in accessing drinking water 
NLH 

Number of livestock that cannot access normally to 

drinking water 
10k 

Yield loss due to drought YLD The amount of yield losses due to drought 10k ton 

Direct economic loss in agriculture DELA 
Direct losses of agricultural economy caused by 

drought 
0.1b yuan 

 5) Vulnerability factors 161 

The drought impacts described in Section 2.2.4 are mainly focused on agriculture sector. As a result of this, the availability of 162 

http://www.gscloud.cn/
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data and the findings of Junling et al. (2015) and Kang et al. (2014), vulnerability factors relevant to these impacts were 163 

selected. Vulnerability factors were collected from the 2017 Liaoning Province Statistical Yearbook to assess their contribution 164 

to the drought vulnerability (Liaoning Province Bureau of Statistics, 2017), and are shown in Table 2 for each city unit.  165 

Table 2: Vulnerability factors for each city in Liaoning province collected from the 2017 Liaoning Statistical Yearbook (Liaoning 166 

Province Bureau of Statistics, 2017)  167 
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Shenyang 755.8  733.9  656.0  91.5  1000.4  40.0  27.6  686.6  7090.5  64.5  

Dalian 1143.4  595.6  327.0  73.4  1437.2  22.8  19.0  2523.0  4914.3  70.8  

Anshan 422.9  345.7  247.7  42.3  1031.8  30.1  4.1  91.9  6641.6  36.7  

Fushun 402.7  214.8  116.1  94.7  776.9  37.4  1.8  2575.5  6342.9  10.4  

Benxi 511.1  150.0  58.0  167.9  756.3  29.9  0.4  6078.8  6606.3  9.3  

Dandong 315.8  237.9  190.4  28.0  1049.7  41.7  1.4  16202.8  6056.9  20.2  

Jinzhou 341.8  302.2  457.2  46.6  915.4  41.3  18.7  977.9  6825.7  64.0  

Yingkou 496.7  232.8  109.4  42.4  1564.6  67.7  12.3  269.6  7325.0  13.5  

Fuxin 215.9  188.9  479.4  39.7  881.9  30.1  26.6  545.0  5243.6  49.6  

Liaoyang 373.4  178.6  162.8  42.4  1002.6  44.8  4.0  1418.8  7202.2  11.0  

Panjin 778.3  130.1  143.0  70.2  937.0  68.7  1.0  141.5  8918.3  23.8  

Tieling 196.5  299.9  548.5  12.2  960.2  32.0  18.1  2174.5  8397.1  46.0  

Chaoyang 210.1  341.1  464.5  15.8  874.7  42.0  17.4  2085.6  6292.0  63.6  

Huludao  230.8  280.5  249.7  18.7  976.8  28.9  14.0  892.7  4852.3  35.4  

2.3 Methods 168 

2.3.1 Drought indices 169 

Two meteorological indices were selected, the Standardised Precipitation Index (SPI; McKee et al., 1993) and the Standardised 170 

Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI;Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). These standardised indices are widely used in 171 

drought monitoring applications around the world, and the SPI is recommended by World Meteorological Organisation to 172 

monitor meteorological drought (Hayes et al., 2011). This is due to the flexibility of being able to derive SPI over different 173 

time scales and that it can be compared across time and space.  174 

The SPI, in its default formulation, assumes that precipitation obeys the Gamma (Γ) skewed distribution, which is used to 175 

transform the precipitation time series into a normal distribution. After normalisation, classes of drought can be defined with 176 

the cumulative precipitation frequency distribution (Botterill and Hayes, 2012;Hayes et al., 1999). The SPEI uses the same 177 

standardisation concept using the climatic water balance (that is, precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration; PET) instead 178 

of precipitation. In this study PET is calculated by the Thornthwaite method (Thornthwaite, 1948), using observed temperature 179 
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and sunlight hours (estimated from latitude) as inputs. The SPEI is calculated by normalising the climatic water balance using 180 

a log-logistic probability distribution (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). 181 

SPI and SPEI are easily calculated and can fit a wide range of accumulation periods of interest (e.g. 1, 3, 12, 24, 72 months) 182 

(Edwards, 1997). The SPEI has the added advantages of characterising the effects of temperature and evapotranspiration on 183 

drought. In this study, SPI and SPEI were calculated for five accumulation periods, 6, 12, 15, 18 and 24-months, from 1990 to 184 

2013 for 14 meteorological stations (i.e. one in each city – as shown in Figure 1). Generally, precipitation in Liaoning province 185 

is concentrated between April and September which corresponds to the growing stage of spring maize. Considering the 186 

climatology and crop growth period, SPI6 and SPEI6 ending in September were selected for this study, i.e. calculated using 187 

precipitation during April to September. The 12, 15, 18 and 24 months SPI and SPEI in ending December were also analysed 188 

with the annual drought impacts during 1990 to 2013.  189 

Using the daily soil moisture of 10 cm, 20 cm and 30 cm depths, the daily average soil moisture for each station was calculated 190 

using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) (Lin et al., 2016). 191 
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Where 
i  is the soil moisture of the i-th layer (i=1, 2, 3).

10 , 
20 and 

30  are the measured value at different depths 194 

(10cm, 20cm and 30cm),   is the average soil moisture, 
ih is the thickness of the i-th layer of soil, and H  is the total 195 

thickness of the measured soil. 196 

Some of the daily soil moisture data were missing, however this was limited to 17% of the total soil moisture data. In some 197 

cases there were missing data for one depth of soil moisture measurement. In these cases, the average soil moisture of the other 198 

two layers was calculated, and where there was only one layer of soil moisture available it was used to represent the average 199 

soil moisture. The annual average soil moisture was calculated based on the available daily soil moisture (March to October) 200 

and was analysed with the annual drought impact data during 1990 to 2006. As each city has more than one soil moisture 201 

station, the annual soil moisture of each station was calculated and then averaged to one value for each city.  202 

The area-averaged NDVI at the city unit was calculated using the monthly NDVI. The critical stags of the spring maize growth 203 

in Liaoning is in July, so the area-averaged NDVI in July was selected for the analysis with the annual drought impacts from 204 

2000 to 2013. 205 

2.3.2 Correlation analysis 206 

The Pearson correlation method was used to characterise the correlation between indices and the selected drought impacts 207 

(Özger et al., 2009). Due to the limited availability of soil moisture data, correlation analysis of soil moisture and drought 208 
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impact data was only carried out in 9 cities. The linkage between drought indices and impacts was used to assess the drought 209 

vulnerability in Liaoning province. It can be inferred that the greater the impact caused by droughts at a specific severity 210 

(measured according to SPI/SPEI), the higher the drought vulnerability of the city.  211 

2.3.3 Random forest modeling 212 

Decision trees are regularly implemented for machine learning tasks. They resemble flowcharts, consisting of a series of 213 

branches, internal nodes, and leaf nodes. Internal nodes typically represent binary conditions of the explanatory variables. 214 

These nodes are connected to other internal nodes by branches, which represent the outcome of the previous internal node. 215 

Leaf nodes represent the outcome classes. Internal nodes are eventually connected to leaf nodes, which represent the outcome 216 

classes of the classification task. Whilst quick to train and interpretable, decision trees are limited by overfitting to the training 217 

set. Random forests (RFs) reduce overfitting by fitting an ensemble of uncorrelated decision trees. This is achieved using 218 

bootstrap aggregation with replacement (bagging) and only considering a random subset of features for splitting at each internal 219 

node (Breiman and Leo, 2001). As well as the reduction in overfitting compared to decision trees, the advantages of RF include: 220 

its fast training speed, good accuracy and relative efficiency (Mutanga et al., 2012). Additionally, once RF models are 221 

established, the values of the predictor that correspond to the first split in the decision tree can be extracted as thresholds 222 

corresponding to impact occurrence (Bachmair et al., 2016a). 223 

In this analysis random forests were built for regression. This is achieved by assigning categorical outcomes at each leaf node, 224 

and using the mean prediction as the outcome. The R package ‘randomForest’ was employed to identify the relationship of 225 

drought indices to drought impacts (Kursa, 2017;Liaw and Wiener, 2002) using 5000 decision trees for each RF model. The 226 

variance explained was used to determine the goodness of fit of random forest model (Fukuda et al., 2013). The mean squared 227 

error (MSE), Eq. (3), was used to evaluate the importance of each index: 228 

2

1

1
ˆ( )

i n

i i

i

MSE y y
n





                                                                              (3) 229 

Where iy and ˆ
iy are the observed drought impacts and the estimated drought impacts of each city, i, respectively; n is the 230 

length of time series.  231 

The percent change of MSE (MSE%) is the difference in accuracy when the effect of the variable is excluded (i.e. if the SPEI6 232 

is excluded from the model, the MSE% of the model may increase). Higher MSE% represents higher the index importance . 233 

The first splitting values of each decision tree was also extracted.  234 

Soil moisture and NDVI were not analysed using the random forest approach due to their short time series and prevalence of 235 

missing data.  236 

2.3.4 Standardisation of drought impacts and vulnerability factors 237 
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To ensure comparability and to facilitate the visualisation of the drought impacts and vulnerability factors they were 238 

standardised to a value from 0 to 1 using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) (Below et al., 2007). 239 

min

max min

i
i

DI DI
SDI

DI DI





                                                                          (4)   240 

min

max min

j

j

VF VF
SVF

VF VF





                                                                         (5) 241 

Where SDIi and DIi are the Standardised Drought Impacts and the drought impacts of year i in Liaoning province, respectively; 242 

max DI and min DI are the maximum and minimum values of drought impacts in all year for the given impact type; SVFj and 243 

VFj is the Standard Vulnerability Factors and vulnerability factors of city j in Liaoning province; and max VF and min VF are 244 

the maximum and minimum values of each category of vulnerability factors in all cities. 245 

3. Results  246 

3.1 Drought monitoring and drought impacts 247 

Figure 2 shows the SPEI and the drought impact data for Liaoning province from 1990 to 2013; the Sum of SDI is the sum of 248 

all types of Standardised Drought Impacts in the 14 cities for each year. 249 

 250 

Figure 2: Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) for 6-, 12-, 15-, 18- and 24-month accumulation periods and 251 

the sum of the Standardised Drought Impacts (SDI) for each impact type listed in Table 1 for Liaoning province from 1990 to 2013. 252 

Figure 2 shows that the most severe droughts occurred in 2000, 2001, and 2009, whilst in 1994, 1995, 2012 and 2013 there 253 

was above normal precipitation. From a visual inspection, the largest impacts are generally associated with the lowest index 254 

values. This suggests that there is a relationship between the drought indices and drought impacts. This relationship is explored 255 

quantitatively in the next sections.  256 
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Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the average of each drought impact type collected between 1990 and 2016. It shows 257 

that more severe drought impacts were recorded in the drier northwestern part of Liaoning province than in eastern parts of 258 

the province; the NLH was highest in Dalian, whilst Shenyang had the biggest PHD. 259 

260 

 261 

 262 

Figure 3: Distribution of average drought impacts for each impact type, identified by the codes in Table 1) for the period 1990-2016 263 

in Liaoning province. 264 

3.3 Correlation of indices with impacts 265 

The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) for each city and drought impacts is shown in Figure 4. In most cases the drought index 266 

is negatively correlated with the drought impacts, suggesting that the lower (and more severe) the drought index, the greater 267 

drought impact. However, correlation strength, and direction, varied between the cities and impact types, ranging between -268 
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0.890 to 0.621. In most cities of Liaoning province, NDVI and SoilM have a weak correlation with most of types of drought 269 

impacts. In Dalian, Chaoyang and Fuxin, all drought indices had a strong correlation with DA, whilst there was a significant 270 

correlation for drought impacts area in Jinzhou, Fuxin and Dalian, where most of the correlations were significant (p < 0.01). 271 

The strongest correlation was found between indices and PHD in Dalian, while it was the weakest in Dandong. There is a 272 

positive correlation between PHD and NDVI in Fushun, whist NLH has a positive correlation with NDVI in Anshan. Generally, 273 

SPEI6 had the strongest correlation with all types of drought impacts, whilst SPI12 had the weakest correlation. SPEI typically 274 

exhibited stronger correlations with drought impacts than SPI with the same accumulation period. 275 

 276 

Figure 4: Correlation coefficient (r) between drought indices (SPI, SPEI, NDVI and SoilM) and drought impacts for different impact 277 

types (identified by the codes in Table 1) in Liaoning province. The significance level of the correlation is indicated using asterisks.  278 

DSA and DIA had a strong correlation with all drought indices in Liaoning province, while PHD and NLH had a weak 279 

correlation. The average correlation coefficient across all drought indices and DSA in Liaoning was -0.43, while the average 280 

correlation coefficient with PHD and NLH was -0.22 and -0.27, respectively. Drought indices showed a moderate correlation 281 

with RA and YLD with average correlation coefficients of -0.32 and -0.37, respectively.  282 

The performance of soil moisture varied significantly between cities and impact types (Figure 4); it had a strong correlation 283 

with the impacts in Chaoyang, and a weak correlation in Huludao. In Chaoyang, the correlation between soil moisture and 284 
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drought impacts was significant (α=0.01), whilst other cities were not significantly correlated.  285 

3.4 Drought index importance in random forest models 286 

Each drought impact type was selected as the response variable in the random forest. On average the random forests explained 287 

41% of the variance observed within the drought impacts. The MSE% for each city and impact type is shown in Figure 5. The 288 

MSE% can be seen to vary between different impact types. DIA and YLD have higher MSE% than other impact types, with 289 

average MSE% is 3.02 and 3.01, respectively. The PHD and NLH had lower MSE%, with average of MSE% of 1.58 and 1.39, 290 

respectively. DSA and RA had a moderate relationship with drought indices. SPEI performed better than SPI with same 291 

durations; SPEI6 had the highest importance with drought impacts. SPI12 was the least important index in terms of drought 292 

impacts. Indices had a higher importance with impacts in Anshan and Dalian and lower importance in Yingkou and Dandong.  293 

 294 
Figure 5: The MSE% of drought indices (SPI and SPEI) with drought impacts (identified by the codes in Table 1) in Liaoning 295 

province using random forest. 296 

The variables identified MSE% from the random forest analysis generally match those with strong negative correlations. This 297 

supports the statement that indices are negatively related to impacts. The threshold of impact occurrence based on the indices 298 

was also identified in the RF analysis using the first splitting value. Figure 6 shows the distribution of first splitting values of 299 
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each decision tree within the RF. The average first splitting values for SPI18 and SPI24 were higher than those of SPI6, SPI12 300 

and SPI15 (i.e. a more negative index value and more severe meteorological drought state) for all categories of drought impacts. 301 

For SPEI, the results were similar (i.e.long-term deficits must be more severe to result in equivalent impacts compared to short-302 

term deficits) but there was more variability between accumulations. When viewed in terms of impact types, DSA had a low 303 

threshold, indicating that DSA impacts occur more readily than DA or RA, as may be expected. The impact occurrence of 304 

index values increase for DSA, DIA, DA and RA; and YLD and DELA tended to occur for more severe water deficits, with 305 

the highest severity threshold being for NLH, indicating that only very severe drought conditions triggered impacts on livestock.  306 

Figure 6: 307 

Box plots showing the splitting value (i.e. the thresholds of impacts) in the random forest construction across all impact types for 308 

each index (left), and across all indices for each impact type (right) in Liaoning province. 309 

3.5 Drought vulnerability evaluation 310 

The results of correlation analysis and random forest suggest that in most parts of Liaoning province, SPEI at 6-month 311 

accumulation period has the strongest relationship with drought impacts. SPEI6 was therefore selected to assess the drought 312 

vulnerability of the 14 cities. Regression analysis was performed on the SPEI6 for each category of drought impact, and an 313 

example is given in Figure 7 which shows the linear regression of DSA with SPEI6 in the 14 cities. It can be surmised that the 314 

more serious the drought impacts for a specific drought severity (as defined by SPEI6), the higher the drought vulnerability. 315 

Fuxin, Tieling, Chaoyang, Jinzhou and Shenyang have a higher vulnerability to DSA compared to the other cities.  316 

Similar analyses were performed for all impact types, and Figure 8 displays the drought impacts each city in Liaoning province 317 

is most vulnerable to. It can be seen from Figure 8 that there is little difference between cities in terms of sensitivity to various 318 

categories of drought impacts. Considering the various impacts, Chaoyang, Jinzhou, Tieling, Fuxin and Shenyang had the 319 

highest drought vulnerability - these cities are all located in the northwest part of Liaoning province. Dalian was most 320 

vulnerable to NLH. 321 
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 322 

323 

 324 

 325 

 326 

Figure 7: Linear regression results of drought suffering area (DSA) with SPEI6 in each of the 14 cities in Liaoning Province. 327 
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 328 

Figure 8: Map showing the drought impacts each city in Liaoning province is most vulnerable to, based on the results of the linear 329 

regression. 330 

3.6 Vulnerability analysis 331 

A stepwise regression model was built to explain the variation in each type of Standardised Drought Impact using vulnerability 332 

factors (listed in Table 2) as predictors. Drought impacts are symptoms of vulnerability and so can be used to estimate 333 

vulnerability to drought (Blauhut et al., 2015a). The vulnerability to drought can be assessed by maintaining a constant severity 334 

of drought (i.e. particular drought index values), and comparing the resultant impacts. More serious impacts correspond to 335 

higher vulnerability. Thus, the Standardised Drought Impacts corresponding to a severe meteorological drought (SPEI6 equal 336 

to -1.5), were regressed on the standardised drought vulnerability factors for 2017 to assess drought vulnerability for each 337 

drought impact type. Table 3 shows the results of stepwise regression model, demonstrating the contribution of vulnerability 338 

factors to each category of drought impact; the results varied for each impact type. 339 

The relatively high R2 values demonstrate the ability of the vulnerability factors to explain the variability exhibited by each 340 

drought impact. This is particularly the case for DSA, drought suffering area, and PHD, population with difficulty in accessing 341 

drinking water, which had associated R2 values of 0.894 and 0.805, respectively. Population, crop cultivated area, and livestock 342 

production explained 89.4% of the variation in DSA. Population, in combination with per unit area of fertiliser application, 343 

and reservoir total storage capacity, also contributed to the DA model, explaining 80.5% of DA variation.  344 

Population, crop cultivated area, and livestock production were identified as significant predictors in four, five, and three 345 

models, respectively, more than other vulnerability factors. Crop cultivated area, the most frequently significant predictor of 346 

drought impacts, also exhibited relatively high regression coefficients, demonstrating the strong relationship between the areas 347 

cultivated for crops, and the vulnerability to drought impacts. These results are paralleled in a composite drought vulnerability 348 

tool, which assigns relatively high weighting to area of land irrigated (Quinn, et al. 2014). 349 
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Population exhibited negative regression coefficients for three of four drought impacts, suggesting that as the population 350 

increased, the vulnerability to drought impacts decreased. However, population exhibits correlation with crop cultivated area, 351 

and livestock production. This, paired with potential unaccounted interactions between population and other predictors, may 352 

have resulted in inaccurate population coefficient estimation. This is supported by a positive population coefficient for 353 

predicting NLH. Population was used exclusively to predict NLH, thus correlation with other predictors, and interaction effects 354 

were unable to influence the coefficient. Furthermore, Figure 9 demonstrates that as population increases, DSA, DIA, and 355 

DELA increase. The composite drought vulnerability tool of Quinn et al. (2014) does not explicitly account for population, 356 

making a direct comparison not possible. However, it does assign a positive relationship between the ratio of rural population 357 

and drought vulnerability, which may explain the unexpected negative coefficients presented here. The number of 358 

electromechanical wells also exhibited a positive coefficient, suggesting that as the number of wells increases, drought impacts 359 

increase. However, it’s possible that electromechanical wells are more prevalent in more drought prone areas, thus, the positive 360 

coefficient may simply demonstrate an association between electrometrical wells and RA. 361 

Whilst drought vulnerability factors were able to explain 47.4-89.4% of the variability in drought impacts, annual per capita 362 

water supply, effective irrigation rate, and per unit area of major agricultural products were not identified as significant 363 

predictors of any drought impact type. It is important to consider, however, that correlation between these other vulnerability 364 

factors could result in them not being identified as significant, as the information is already contained within other 365 

vulnerability factors. This is supported by drought impact correlations with per capita water supply, and effective irrigation 366 

rate. However, minimal correlations between drought impacts and unit area of major agricultural products were observed, 367 

suggesting that the absence of a detected relationship may be a true reflection. 368 

Table 3: The vulnerability factors selected for the stepwise regression model and the R2 of the resulting model for each impact type 369 

(identified by the codes in Table 1).  370 

Drought Impacts Predictors vulnerability factors) 

Standardised 

Coefficients R2 

DSA 

Crop cultivated area 

Population 

Livestock production 

0.814 

-0.476 

0.451 

0.894 

DIA 
Crop cultivated area 

Population 

1.098 

-0.451 
0.743 

DA 
Livestock production 

Per capita gross domestic product 

0.691 

-0.436 
0.731 

RA 
Number of electromechanical wells 

Per capita gross domestic product 

0.629 

-0.452 
0.541 

PHD 

Crop cultivated area 

Reservoir total storage 

Per unit area of Fertiliser 

application 

0.949 

0.472 

0.352 

0.805 

NLH Population 0.720 0.474 
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YLD Crop cultivated area 0.798 0.606 

DELA 

Crop cultivated area 

Population 

Livestock production 

0.556 

-0.879 

0.793 

0.786 

 371 

Figure 9: Scatterplots demonstrating the association between population and drought impact in Liaoning province. 372 

4 Discussion 373 

The methodology in this research has a number of distinctive characteristics in relation to previous drought impact and 374 

vulnerability assessments. The method takes many drought impacts, across a range of sectors, into consideration. The extensive 375 

drought impact data were systematically collected at county level, which is a consistent and reliable data source enabling 376 

regional comparisons. The drought impact data used here included impact variables that are rarely available in other settings: 377 

e.g. population with difficulty in accessing drinking water, number of livestock with difficulty in accessing drinking water, 378 

yield loss due to drought and direct economic losses in agriculture. In addition, we not only considered the occurrence of 379 

drought impacts, but also the severity of impacts and their spatial variation between regions. Finally, the relationship between 380 

drought indices and drought impacts was explored using different statistical approaches, and this linkage was used to assess 381 

drought vulnerability in Liaoning province using a range of vulnerability factors. 382 

The study has some important limitations which must be considered in interpreting the outcomes. The biggest challenge was 383 

the spatial and temporal matching between the drought impacts and indices. The regularity with which impact data are collected 384 

is determined by the drought warning level and as such they are not evenly spaced in time; as a result of this, the data were 385 

aggregated to annual totals. It was important to match the accumulation period and timing of the selected drought indices to 386 

the timescales critical for the drought impacts; for example SPEI6 in September covers the critical maize growth period and is 387 

when the majority of precipitation falls. However, the results may change if we used multi-year drought impacts, as longer 388 

index accumulation periods may have a stronger correlation with multi-year drought impacts than single year drought impacts. 389 

Soil moisture data were collected at a daily resolution, in order to match up soil moisture and impact data, the March to October 390 
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average soil moisture was used in the correlation analysis. However, short term soil moisture deficits can have serious impacts 391 

on crops which are sometimes unrecoverable. The average soil moisture may not have captured these short-term deficits, 392 

particularly if soil moisture was, in general, sufficient the rest of the year. Also in some cities, the lack of soil moisture data 393 

means that the annual average soil moisture does not reflect the occurrence of typical agricultural drought during the year. For 394 

this reason, soil moisture data can be used for real-time drought monitoring applications, but may not appropriate to present 395 

drought impacts on an annual scale for risk assessment, as applied here. NDVI data for the critical growth period of spring 396 

maize was used in the analysis with annual drought impacts (i.e. July-month), but again this does not take all drought events 397 

during crop growing period into account. The correlation coefficients characterising the relationship between NDVI and 398 

drought impacts are both positive and negative; this is likely due to the complexity of NDVI drivers (e.g. diversity of land 399 

cover, crop types and growth stages etc.). For this reason, some studies have used the NDVI to identify the impact of drought 400 

on vegetation (Miao et al., 2018;Rajpoot and Kumar, 2018;Trigo et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2015).  401 

The results from the correlation analysis were consistent with the results from the RF analysis. Drought suffering area (DSA) 402 

and drought impact area (DIA) had strong correlations with all drought indices in Liaoning province, while PHD and NLH 403 

have a weak correlation with indices. This was because DSA and DIA are direct impacts of agricultural drought, whilst PHD 404 

and NLH are related to many additional factors, such as drinking water source location and the quality of water resources; for 405 

example, livestock can drink water from the river directly, but the quality of the river water means it is not suitable for humans 406 

– for this reason, NLH showed least sensitivity to water deficits.  407 

The random forest algorithms presented in this paper explained an average of 41% of the variance observed within the drought 408 

impact data. This is relatively modest, and may be partially due to limitation associated with the impacts data. The collinearity 409 

of the drought indices (e.g. SPI6 is correlated with SPEI6) is also a potential cause of the low MSE%. The correlation 410 

coefficients calculated for drought indices and NLH in Yingkou, and PHD in Fushun were positive. This was unexpected given 411 

the interpretation of these indices as estimations of the drought severity, and the majority of reported correlation coefficients 412 

being negative. Therefore, it seems likely this result is not representative of the true relationships between these indices and 413 

impacts, and instead is an artifact of imperfect impact data. To explore this, years with the highest numbers of impacts were 414 

removed before the correlation coefficients were estimated. This resulted in a negative correlation coefficient, providing further 415 

evidence for the positive correlation coefficients not being representative of the true relationships in these cities. The 416 

availability of more data would enable a better approximation of the true relationships between indices and impacts.  417 

For all the drought impacts, Dalian and Fuxin showed the highest correlation coefficients among drought impacts and drought 418 

indices in all cases. The most vulnerable cities were Fuxin, Tieling, Chaoyang, Jinzhou and Shenyang, which are all located 419 

in the northwestern part of Liaoning province indicating there is a high drought vulnerability and drought risk in northwestern 420 

Liaoning. This is consistent with existing research by Yan et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2012), which established a drought 421 
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risk assessment index system to assess drought risk in northwestern Liaoning. Zhang et al. (2012) used indicators such as 422 

precipitation, water resources, crop area, irrigation capacity and drought resistance cost to measure drought risk and found that 423 

Fuxin, Chaoyang and Shenyang had a high drought risk.  424 

The above results are also in general agreement with Hao et al. (2011), who used 10-day affected crop area data as the drought 425 

impacts to assess drought risk in China at the county unit. Their result showed that the West Liaohe Plain had a high risk. The 426 

results presented in our paper identify Chaoyang and Fuxin as having the highest drought vulnerability – the majority of these 427 

two cities are located on the West Liaohe Plain. 428 

As the accumulation period increased, the first splitting value extracted from the random forest model tended to decrease, 429 

suggesting that at longer accumulation periods, larger water deficits are required for equivalent impacts to occur. There is a 430 

severe water deficits of RA occurrence since it caused more yield loss compared to DIA and DA. Drinking water for livestock 431 

requires lower water quality compared to that for humans, for example, livestock can drink water from the river directly, but 432 

the water quality of the river cannot meet the human drinking needs. For this reason, NLH showed least sensitivity to water 433 

deficits.  434 

The relationships analysed in this research support the use of drought indices as a predictor of drought impacts and the impact 435 

thresholds identified can also support improved drought warning and planning. The drought vulnerability map (Figure 8) can 436 

be used to support drought risk planning, helping decision-makers to implement appropriate drought mitigation activities 437 

through an improved understanding of the drivers of drought vulnerability – for example, by sinking more wells to enhance 438 

resilience to drought (noting of course, that this measure has potential longer-term implications, for example, on groundwater 439 

exploitation e.g. Changming et al. (2001)).  440 

The methods used here can be applied in other areas to better understand drought impacts and drought vulnerability, where 441 

similar data (e.g. drought impacts, meteorological data) are collected. While systematic, statistical archives of drought impact 442 

are comparatively rare, globally, there are numerous other potential sources of impact data that could be used (e.g. see Bachmair 443 

et al. 2016b).  444 

5 Conclusion 445 

This study used correlation analysis and random forest methods to explore the relationship between drought indices and 446 

drought impacts. It assessed drought risk in Liaoning province, and proposes a drought vulnerability assessment method which 447 

is applied to study the contribution of various socioeconomic factors to drought vulnerability. Here, we return to the original 448 

objectives of the study to summarise the key findings. 449 

1. When and where the most severe droughts occurred between 1990 and 2013 in Liaoning province? 450 

Based on the drought monitoring results of SPI, severe droughts occurred in 2000, 2001, and 2009. In 2000-2001, 451 
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drought resulted in many impacts in Liaoning province, particularly in the northwestern part of Liaoning province. 452 

The drought monitoring data showed corresponded well with the recorded drought impacts.  453 

2. Which drought indices best link to drought impacts in Liaoning province? 454 

The results showed that the indices varied in their capacity to identify the different type of drought and impacts. The 455 

strongest correlation was found for SPEI at 6 months, whilst SPI12 had a weak correlation with drought impacts. 456 

SPEI was found to better link to drought impacts than SPI of the same accumulation period. NDVI and soil moisture 457 

showed some links with impacts in some cities, but the results were generally weaker and less consistent than for 458 

either SPI/SPEI – primarily reflecting the limitations in the soil moisture and NDVI datasets 459 

3. Which city or areas has a higher drought vulnerability in Liaoning province? 460 

Chaoyang, Jinzhou, Fuxin, Shenyang and Tieling had higher drought vulnerability, all of which are located in the 461 

northwestern part of Liaoning province, indicating that drought vulnerability is higher in these regions than in other 462 

parts, which is consistent with previous research. However, in contrast with past work, the present research provides 463 

a much more comprehensive assessment based on the occurrence of observed impact data. 464 

4. Which vulnerability factor or set of vulnerability factors have a higher contribution to drought vulnerability? 465 

Population and crop cultivated area were strongly associated with drought vulnerability, suggesting these factors are 466 

good indicators of drought vulnerability. However, the complexities of these relationships with drought vulnerability 467 

require further investigation. 468 

The results shown here give a clearer understanding about drought conditions in Liaoning province. The linkage developed 469 

can be used to assess drought risk and to map vulnerability. It can also be used to help develop early warning systems and 470 

predict drought impacts, which are vital tools for drought management. The results of the vulnerability analysis can guide 471 

management measures to mitigate drought impacts – an important step to shift from post-disaster recovery to proactive pre-472 

disaster prevention. 473 

Data availability 474 

Some data, used during the study are proprietary or confidential in nature and may only be provided with restrictions (e.g. 475 

drought impacts data, soil moisture). Daily meteorological data can be explored at http://data.cma.cn/ but access to data is 476 

restricted. NDVI data can be obtained from the Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/). Vulnerability data were 477 

from the Liaoning Statistical Yearbook which can be obtained from Liaoning Province Bureau of Statistics 478 

(http://www.ln.stats.gov.cn/). 479 
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